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Living things reproduce to make more
organisms like themselves. When organisms
reproduce, many traits of the parents are passed
to the new organism. Reproduction is necessary
for the survival of the species. If organisms didn't
reproduce, the species would die out.
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Many organisms reproduce by combining
cells from two different parents. This type of
reproduction is called sexual reproduction. In
sexual reproduction, the offspring receive genetic material from both parents of different
sexes. Plants, insects, animals, some fungi, and people all make more of themselves by
sexual reproduction.
Special cells, sperm and egg cells, are used in sexual reproduction. These cells, called
gametes, form by a type of cell division called meiosis. Cells formed through meiosis
have only half the number of chromosomes or genetic material of the parent cell. For
example, most cells of fruit flies have eight chromosomes, arranged as four similar pairs.
But the egg or sperm cells of a fruit fly have only four chromosomes. Humans have forty
six chromosomes, arranged in twenty-three pairs. But human egg and sperm cells only
have twenty-three chromosomes. How does this happen?
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There are two ways cells replicate: mitosis and meiosis. Mitosis is the simple
duplication of a cell and all of its parts. It duplicates its DNA and divides, and the two
new daughter cells are exactly the same. They have the same genetic code. One cell
becomes two cells that are identical. All cells in the human body divide in this way-- all
except the egg and sperm cells.
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These cells are different. One egg and one sperm cell will join together in a process
called fertilization. If each of them carried a full set of chromosomes, fertilization would
as it should have. So for
result in a new organism having twice as many chromosomes
h
these special cells, there must be two cell divisions. Tis is called meiosis (pronounced
my -OH-sis).
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Remember the cell cycle steps of mitosis? They are interphase, prophase, metaphase,
anapbase, and telophase. In meiosis, the cell goes through these steps twice. Scientists call
each group meiosis I and meiosis II, but it is basically just two cell divisions. The
interphase that happens between the two is very short, and the DNA is not duplicated a
second time. Another difference in meiosis and mitosis is that four daughter cells are
created from the original cell. Each of the four cells has half the DNA of the parent cell.
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This is known as a haploid cell. Haploid just means that it has half the regular number of
chromosomes. A normal cell with the correct number of chromosomes is called diploid.
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The process of meiosis allows each new offspring to have different genes from the
parents. This process called crossing over mixes up the genes so that the new cells are not
duplicates of the parent cell. In fact, with humans having 23 pairs of chromosomes, there
are over 8 million combinations possible! This is why children are not exactly like their
p arents. It also explains why brothers and sisters are never exactly alike.
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The only exception to this is in the case of identical twins. Identical twins form from
one egg cell that has been fertilized by one sperm cell. Because they form from the same
46 chromosomes, 23 from each parent, they do have the same genes. Not all twins are
identical. Sometimes twins result from the female releasing two egg cells at the same
time. Each egg cell has different genes, and each egg cell is fertilized by two different
sperm cells, also having different genes. These twins are called fraternal. They may look
no more alike than any other set of siblings. Fraternal twins can be the same sex, or they
can be the opposite sex. Identical twins, however, are always the same sex.
Scientists can now clone plants and some animals. Cloning can produce offspring that
are genetically identical to the parent offspring. Only one parent is needed. Cloning uses
cells or tissues from the body of the parent organism to produce a new organism with
identical traits.
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I ) Describ� uow meiosis is different from mitosis.
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Meiosis
d- · Which kinds of cells take part in sexual
reproduction?
CK:> Skin and heart cells
<ID Egg and sperm cells
� Brain and body cells

'3. What are gametes?
CA> Egg and sperm cells
<JD- Brain and body cells
� Skin and heart cells

4- All cells in the human body, except egg
and sperm cells, duplicate by:
CK:> Meiosis
CR)- Sexual reproduction
� Fission
OD- Mitosis

5". Egg and sperm cells duplicate by:
CK> Mitosis
CJ£> Meiosis
� Fission

.{:,. Mitosis results in:
CK> Two cells with different genes
CID Four cells with identical genes
GP Four cells with different genes
OD- Two cells with identical genes

9-. Meiosis results in·:
Cl0 Four cells with identical genes
CJ£> Four cells with different genes
� Two cells with different genes
CQ)- Two cells with identical genes
9. Haploid cells have:
<?. Diploid cells have:
Cl0 Half the chromosomes of the
CK> Half the chromosomes of the
parent organism
parent organism
CID Twice the number of chromosomes
CID Twice the number of chromosomes
of the parent organism
of the parent organism
� The regular number of
� The regular number of
chromosomes of the parent organism
chromosomes of the parent organism

I 0-:J Describe how cloning is different from sexual reproduction.
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Name: ---------------' :'} A photograph of human cells as seen with a
compound light microscope is shown below. A
cell structure is labeled A.

A
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Structure A is most likely a
(1) mitochondrion that synthesizes food for the
cell
(2) n�cleus that is the site of food storage
(3) m1tochondrion that absorbs energy from the
Sun
(4) nucleus that is responsible for the storage of
information

Do Now 4C

1J How do cells in the ovary detect a hormone from
the brain?
(1) The brain sends a nerve impulse to the ovary.
(2) White blood cells bring the hormone to the
ovary.
(3) Receptor molecules on the cells of the ovary
bind with the hormone.
(4) Vacuoles within the ovary bind with the
hormone.
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human female reproductive system is
(�resented below.

Materials are transported within a single-celled
organism by the
(1) nucleus
(3) mitochondrion
(4) ribosome
(2 ) cytoplasm
Which row in the chart below correctly pairs a
food molecule with its building block?
Row

Food Molecule

Building Block

(1)

starch

amino acid

(2)

sugar

starch

(3)

protein

amino acid

(4)

amino acid

sugar

Which structure produces chemicals that
regulate the reproductive cycle?
(1) A
(3) C
(2) B
(4) D

· .q,·) ....The
diagram below represents a cell structure
1volved in converting energy stored in organic
molecules into a form used by animal cells.

L\-� When getting a vaccination, which substance is
injected into the body?
(1) bacteria to combat a pathogen
(2) white blood cells to engulf a pathogen
(3) a weakened form of a virus
(4) antibiotics to kill a virus

5 .) Which process produ.ces only identical ottspring?
(1) meiotic cell division (3) cloning

(2) selective breeding

(4) fertilization

6�ln order to enter cells and he useful to the body,
starch must be
(1) absorbed through the skin
(2) broken down into fats and water
(3) digested into simple sugars
(4) converted to carbon dioxide and ATP

The arrows represent the movement of which
substances?
(1) carbon dioxide and sugar
(2) oxygen and ATP
(3) ATP and carbon dioxide
(4) oxygen and sugar
JO:)Autotrophs might survive when heterotrophs
.: eannot, because autotrophs are able to
(1) reproduce asexually
(2) become dormant
(3) exist without respiration
(4) make their own food

